
 

 
 
 

 

 
RAFOC REMINISCENCES AND RAMBLINGS - WEEK 151 

24th February 2023 
GREETINGS: 
 

Wizard of Oz territory... State of Disaster – maladministration and corruption possible (surely not?)... 
Eskom in “chronic” Stage 6 – Stage 8 threatens... Andre de Ruyter’s spectacular exit interview... 
“ETolls not really over’... 12 Vaal Dam sluices open – widespread downstream flooding – more to 
come... Cyclone Freddie in the Mocambique Channel... KZN warned to brace for heavy downpours 
and flooding... Komani (Queenstown) inundated... 82 murders a day in SA in last 3 months... Wendy 
Kloppers gunned down by construction Mafia... Eastern Cape Councillor shot dead in front of her 
business in Duytwa... businesswoman shot inside her car in Bedfordview crèche, bodyguard shot 
outside... SARFU President “fears for his life”... Nulane Free State R24.9 Million corruption trial 
under way... Mkhwebane’s legal fees balloon to double... “I’m popular on Facebook”- new Beaufort 
West mayor... German tourist missing in Cape... Kyalami 9 Hour back this weekend... e-Prix in Cape 
Town... Gauteng’s roads falling apart – in case you hadn’t noticed... 
 

Biden makes first visit to Kyiv... Putin repudiates nuclear treaty (He would, wouldn’t he?)... Pro-War 
rally in Moscow... 52% of Russian tank fleet alleged lost in Ukraine... China on brink of supplying 
arms to Russia, says Blinken...  Another 2 earthquakes in Turkiye and Syria... Storm Otto: UK homes 
face blackouts as wind gusts to 80mph... Tesco begins rationing fruit and veg... Ireland warns Sunak 
his Brexit deal “falls short”... Cyclone Gabrielle NZ death toll climbs to nine...  Iran regime plotted 
attacks on 'enemies' in UK... French police brutality against football fans... England thumping first 
Test victory over New Zealand... Prince Harry in quandary over Coronation...  ‘I couldn’t think of 
anywhere to take a sober person on a Friday night in Soho’ 
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BIDEN VISITS KYIV ON LEAD-UP TO FIRST ANNIVERSARY OF INVASION: 
 

 
 

ILLEGAL DEMOLITION OF CROWN MINES OFFICES: 
 

                                                   
RAF ASSISTANCE TO TURKEY: 
 

        

The Critical Care Air Support Team embarked on an RAF C130J Hercules transported patients 
whilst providing lifesaving treatment. As temperatures dropped below zero degrees and RAF C130J 
Hercules arrived at Adhyayan Airport, near to one of the worst affected regions affected by the 

The Johannesburg Heritage 
Foundation have just learned that the 
old Crown Mines Head Office, with its 
landmark assay chimney, has been 
illegally demolished. A declared 
National Monument (now a Provincial 
Heritage site) this was one of the most 
significant mining elements in the City 
of Johannesburg. The corporate Goths 
and Vandals strike again... (Heritage 
Portal) 
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earthquake. Injured persons, close family and medical staff were swiftly embarked onto the 
aircraft before commencing the 360km journey to Adana where continued medical support will be 
given on the ground. Whilst onboard the aircraft, treatment was provided by medical specialists who 
are trained to provide lifesaving treatment in the most testing conditions. Demonstrating the 
versatility of the team, RAF personnel embarked on a Norwegian C130 earlier this week to assist 
with transporting and treating patients. The UK military personnel supporting relief efforts in Turkey 
are commanded by Joint Force Headquarters – the UK’s specialist crisis response organisation. The 
headquarters has been working alongside the FCDO to deliver vital support to the people of Turkey. 
The operation is being led by Joint Force Headquarters’ commander – Brigadier Dan Reeve.                                                             
The RAF’s Critical Care Air Support Team is always on standby to transfer the most critically ill or 
injured patients by air. We have a unique capability to rapidly deploy on any aircraft, to anywhere in 
the world and deliver the highest standards of critical care in the air. The team includes a consultant, 
two flight nurses, a medic and technical support, and we’re proud to deploy in support of the UK’s 
disaster response and provide care to the sickest patients needing care”. Wing Commander Hall, 
Lead Consultant. (RAF News) 

CAS OPENS GLADIATOR:  
 

d  
The Chief of the Air Staff, Air Chief Marshal Sir Mike Wigston KCB CBE ADC, has opened Gladiator, Air’s new Distributed 
Synthetic Multi Domain Integration Training capability at the Air Battlespace Training Centre at RAF Waddington. 
 

Operating from a new purpose-built facility, Gladiator will be a world-leading synthetic training 
system which links synthetic training devices (simulators) to a central hub, enabling operators from 
force elements across the Land, Maritime and Air environments to train safely and securely together. 
The scale, complexity, and security of the training provided by the new system are unparalleled 
within Europe. A number of factors impact the UK’s ability to complete all necessary training in the 
live environment. These include airspace constraints, environmental considerations, cost, and 
operational security. Gladiator will overcome these limitations by safeguarding highly classified 
information whilst linking together simulators across the country and beyond. Air, Land, Maritime, 
Space and Cyber capabilities will be integrated over coming years, alongside increased connectivity 
with Allies and Partners, further strengthening Gladiator’s capability to deliver world-class synthetic 
Multi Domain Integration training. Gladiator will not replace live flying but will complement it enabling 
each training activity to be completed in the most effective environment. This innovative capability 
has required significant development and collaboration between the MOD and industry partners 
Synthetic training complements live training opportunities and enables delivery of effective combat  
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forces. Initial integrations are Typhoon FGR4, Lightning F35 (F-35), and RC-135 Rivet 
Joint, and the Joint Fires Synthetic Trainer, with other platforms scheduled to join in due course. 
Delivering this world-leading, technologically advanced, and innovative Multi Domain Integration 
capability has required significant development and collaboration between the MOD and industry 
partners.  “Gladiator will support sustainability initiatives by helping to reduce the environmental 
footprint of collective training. It will allow for more complex training to occur in a structured setting 
and reduce the cost of carrying out real life training while helping to reduce carbon emissions”. Air 
Commodore Ian Townsend, Assistant Chief of Staff Combat Air. (RAF News) 

 

RED ARROWS RHYL BIRD STRIKE: 
 

 
Photographer caught the moment of impact with Red 6 
                                                                                                                                                             
A RED Arrows pilot whose jet was badly damaged in a bird strike in August 2022 has been 
recognised for his flying skills and safely landing the aircraft. The glass in the cockpit canopy was 
smashed in the incident – sending shards and bird remains inside the jet, impacting Sqn Ldr Gregor 
Ogston on the head. Despite the noise and force of the wind making external communication 
impossible, Red 6’s years of experience and training kicked in and he calmly landed the aircraft in 
an impressive display of airmanship. His actions have been acknowledged with the presentation of 
the Royal Air Force’s highest safety award. Sqn Ldr Ogston, who was leader of the team’s dynamic 
Synchro Pair routine, said: “Although awarded to me personally, it reflects on everyone at the Red 
Arrows who played a role in achieving a safe outcome that day.” It was during the second half of a 
display at Rhyl in August last year when a large bird struck the right-hand side of the canopy, which 
shattered immediately. The impact of the shards of glass and remains displaced the visor on Sqn 
Ldr Ogston’s flying helmet and severed a connector of his oxygen mask, which fell loose. The 
significant wind blast prevented external communication. The synchro-pair were seconds from 
crossing one another head-on but Red 6 maintained his heading and height to ensure a safe cross 
before easing away from the ground keeping the throttle in a fixed position to protect the engine. He 
carried out a pre-briefed ‘escape’ manoeuvre, flying his aircraft away and towards a recovery at 
Hawarden airfield. Following a low-speed handling check to assess the potential for airframe 
damage, he subsequently flew a flawless, fixed power, straight in approach in highly stressful 
circumstances to land safely. Chief of the Air Staff ACM Sir Mike Wigston presented the aerobatic 
ace with a Green Endorsement – the RAF Safety Centre’s highest accolade. Former Typhoon and 
Harrier pilot Sqn Ldr Ogston said: “I am particularly thankful to Red 7, Flt Lt James Turner, who 
escorted me to the airfield, and to the air traffic controllers and emergency services at Hawarden for 
their quick response and assistance during the emergency.” The end of the 2022 display season 
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also marked the end of Sqn Ldr Ogston’s four- year tour with the Red Arrows, which has seen 
him represent the RAF and the UK in 23 countries. (RAF News) 

 

OBITUARY: FLYING OFFICER DOUG PETTY RAF: 
 

 
 

HUNDREDS OF personnel gathered in York for the funeral of RAF Leeming’s last known surviving World War II RAF 
aircrew veteran. 
 

Doug petty died on New Year’s Eve at the age of 99. The funeral, on what would have been the 
100th birthday of FO Doug Petty, was marked by a lone bugler and tributes from former colleagues. 
FO Petty flew 31 missions over Nazi Germany as an RAF flight engineer with 429 Squadron Royal 
Canadian Air Force and was one of the final members of the York branch of the Normandy Veterans 
Association. On reconnecting with the North Yorkshire airbase more than a decade ago he visited 
many times to share witty and often deeply moving tales of his wartime years and remained in 
contact with six of his seven crewmates, who returned to Canada, throughout their lives. He was 
presented with the Légion d’Honneur in 2017 at Leeming and returned there to mark 75 years since 
he joined the RAF in 2019. Station Commander Gp Capt Gareth Prendergast said: “Doug was our 
veteran, and it was clear that service with the RCAF at Leeming during the Second World War was 
incredibly special to him. I was fortunate to hear him regale us with tales of the derring-do during the 
war, but it is the antics on the ground and during training that will stick with me rather than the 
operational sorties. It was clear that there was a shared fraternity among bomber crews and a bond 
that helps provide a connection to the sense of service and loyalty that still lives on today among 
aircrew. I am grateful for having known Doug and I will be forever indebted for the sacrifice and 
bravery he and the many people like him demonstrated during the war.” Nick Beilby of the York 
Normandy Veterans Association said Mr Petty had been “an officer and a gentleman - and first and 
foremost, a friend. He was a humble, highly intelligent man who, like other veterans, didn't take any 
credit for himself but would always pass credit to others.” RAF Leeming was built in 1938 as a 
bomber base, with the first sortie conducted by a Whitley in July 1940. The station was handed over 
to Number 6 Group in 1942 and commanded by the RCAF for the remainder of the war. Of the 
seven-man crew of each aircraft, the RAF provided a single flight engineer, one of whom was FO 
Petty. 
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GROUP CAPTAIN KEV LATCHMAN AFC RAF: 
 

  
 

A PILOT whose cool decisiveness during the largest humanitarian aid operation since the Berlin 
airlift saved hundreds of lives, and won him the AFC, has become the latest hero to sign on 
Cranwell’s Wall of Honour. Former OC 99 Squadron Gp Capt Kev Latchman was at the controls of 
a C-17 transporter when a bus and two dumper trucks suddenly appeared on the runway as he was 
about to take off with 365 passengers on board from Kabul. Without lights and not enough space to 
stop he lifted the giant aircraft off about 15 knots early and wallowed into the air clearing the convoy 
by just three feet. Aircrew Survival, Evasion and Resistance (SERE) Training Centre Instructor Mark 
Fairhead said: “Kev was an inspiration. One of my favourite comments from him was simply ‘great 
aircraft, great people, great squadron’.” Gp Capt Latchman captained three C-17 sorties out of Kabul 
during Operation Pitting, rescuing 1,156 Afghans and UK citizens out of a total of 15,000 evacuees. 
The close call came on his second mission in the aftermath of a suicide bomber attack that killed 60 
Afghans and 13 US soldiers. His first run saved 433 people – at the time a C-17 record – but the 
third sortie to withdraw 16 Air Assault Brigade troops took place under intense tracer fire. “Meeting 
leaders like Kev, who have authentic operational experience, offers the men and women on the 
course a glimpse of what they can look forward to in their own careers and service,” said Mr 
Fairhead.  
 

ADMIRAL GORSHKOV IN DURBAN: 
 

 

“As [is] standard practice throughout all navies, courtesy calls to various stakeholders in a foreign 
port are conducted as a gesture of good relations between countries,” according to South African 
Defence Corporate Communication (DCC), which added “the gesture was honoured when Admiral 
Gorshkov visited Durban shores on 17 February and berthed at the Durban Harbour.”                                

Russian Navy frigate Admiral Gorshkov 
(pennant number 454) ported briefly in Durban 
en route to Richards Bay and Exercise Mosi II 
in what the SA National Defence Force 
(SANDF) said was “a courtesy visit.”  
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China is contributing the guided missile destroyer Huainan, the guided missile frigate Rizhao and 
the supply ship Kekexilihu to Exercise Mosi II. They form the 42nd Task Force on anti-piracy duty, 
that sailed from the Gulf of Aden to South Africa after being relieved by the 43rd Task Force. Rizhao 
arrived in Richards Bay on 19 February, with the other PLAN (Peoples Liberation Army Navy) 
vessels standing offshore. (DefenceWeb) 

RAIN ON SANDF PARADE: 
 

Heavy rain in KwaZulu-Natal led the South African National Defence Force (SANDF) to cancel its 
Armed Forces Day capability demonstration. The event was scheduled from last Friday to Saturday 
at Naval Island in Richards Bay, northern KwaZulu-Natal. SANDF spokesperson Brig-Gen Andries 
Mokoena Mahapa said after consultation with relevant authorities it was decided to cancel because 
of the bad weather. The persistent rain had a negative affect on ground conditions at the Naval 
Island venue, making it difficult and risky for spectators. He said: “The weather forecast for the next 
few days is not favourable. The SANDF takes the safety of the public seriously and would not do 
anything to jeopardise it. We did attempt to come up with an alternative date but were advised this 
would be impractical at such short notice,” SANDF chief Gen Rudzani Maphwanya apologised for 
the cancellation, especially to those who had already made plans to attend. On Monday, some 
SANDF members were relocated to community halls after the military campsite was flooded.                                                        
President Cyril Ramaphosa has paid tribute to the men and women in uniform in the South African 
National Defence Force, saying they should continue to put the country first. “We commend the 
exemplary selflessness, self-sacrifice and patriotism of our armed forces who, even in the face of 
great danger, always put the interests of the country first,” Ramaphosa said in his capacity as 
Commander-in-Chief. He told guests who included King Misuzulu kaZwelithini, KZN premier 
Nomusa Dube-Ncube and deputy minister of defence and military veterans Thabang Makwetla, the 
day was used to pay tribute to all soldiers who lost their lives in the line of duty. “Among these we 
remember those who tragically lost their lives when the SS Mendi sank on this day 106 years ago 
in the English Channel during World War I. Two weeks ago we lost flight sergeant Vusi Mabena 
when his helicopter came under attack in eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo. We extend our 
deepest sympathies and condolences to his family, friends and colleagues,” he said, adding Mabena 
was not alone. The president was delivering the keynote address at the annual Armed Forces Day 
event in Richards Bay in KwaZulu-Natal. (DefenceWeb) 
 

CHEERS FOR TODAY: 
 

Next week our AGM and Ordinary Lunch is on Friday, 3 March 2023, 12h30 for 13h00 at Wanderers. 
It is the AGM of the Club, so please do come along and participate in the proceedings. Notice of the 
AGM has been published on bookings@rafoc.org.  Traditionally we do not invite guests to this lunch. 
Generally, the last lunch was better received than those we had before. However, there is also a 
“silent majority” some of whom, it appears, were happy with the less formal arrangements in the 
Cigar Bar or Terrace – please make your voices heard as well.  
If you have any more suggestions, please feel free to send them to us so the Committee can 
investigate. 
Your Committee continues to look at other locations and we will report back at the AGM. 
Please book with bookings@rafoc.org – it helps greatly to make the necessary organisation with the 
caterers. Cost is R250 pp. 
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TAILPIECE: 
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*************** 
AROUND THE WORLD EPIC 1942... PART 3: 
 

 
 

DARWIN, AUSTRALIA. 17,235 MILES TO GO. 

The eleven-hour flight to Darwin had been a quiet one. Rod Brown and Jim Henricksen had spent 
most of the journey scouring the makeshift charts they’d copied or liberated from Auckland Library - 
an attempt to learn as much as possible about their route and the destinations they would be landing 
at. The second part was important, because they lacked the relevant radio frequency guides for this 
part of the world, so it was entirely possible they’d have to land at each of their stopovers blind. For 
a flying boat the size of the California Clipper this was risky business. If they struck a piece of debris, 
a hidden sand bar or a reef during landing, then at best it would rip through the hull like a tin-opener 
and destroy the plane. At worst it would flip the flying boat as it tried to land, killing the whole crew 
almost instantly. 
Brown and Henricksen weren’t the only ones worried. The lack of 100 octane at Gladstone had 
made Swede Rothe realise just how careful they were going to have to be with their fuel. Not just on 
this leg of their journey, but on the whole trip. Swede and John Parrish, the California Clipper’s 
Second Engineer, spent most of the flight to Darwin carefully calculating the best balance of fuel 
mixture, propeller speed (in rpm) and manifold pressure to maximise their limited fuel supply. Both 
men knew that the Boeing 314 was a hungry aircraft if you let her be, so they needed to be 
economical without doing anything that might risk overheating the engines or adversely affecting her 
flying. 
For the rest of the crew - from Captain Ford to the two Flight Stewards Barney Sawicki and Verne 
Edwards, busy downstairs trying to work out how they were going to feed everyone on the journey - 
just the fact that the California Clipper was flying over land was enough to put them on edge. 
Nonetheless, the flying boat made it through her flight over Australia unscathed and made an orderly 
landing in Darwin harbour on 17th December. As soon as they were secure, Ford sent Mack, Brown, 
Parrish and Fourth Officer John Steers ashore to try and secure some 100 octane. 
DARWIN CHAOS 
The scene that greeted the four as they disembarked at the dock was one of pure chaos. Darwin 
was in the midst of an invasion scare. Worse, the arrival of the first freighter full of beer in months 
had resulted in a temporary breakdown of military order. “What the hell is this about?!” asked Johnny 
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Mack of the harbourmaster, who had confirmed that there was 100 octane available, but that it 
would need to be ferried out to the California Clipper in jerry cans. “We’ve had one air raid already 
and there’s no telling if or when the Japs might take a notion to move onshore here.” He shrugged. 
“They sure wouldn’t get much of a fight out of these blokes!” 
His comments focused the four men’s minds on the urgency of the task at hand. Whether the 
Japanese invaded or not, more air raids were likely, and the California Clipper was a huge, sitting 
duck out in the bay. It was vital they get out of Darwin as soon as possible. They begin the slow 
process of ferrying the precious 100 octane out to the flying boat and pouring it, can by can, into her 
vast fuel tanks. This was a painfully slow task, one that was made even slower by the weather, which 
flipped between clear skies and torrential rain. When it was clear, fuelling could proceed - with the 
crew maintaining a nervous watch on the horizon for any signs of Japanese bombers. When it was 
raining, they had to cover the tank inlets to avoid contaminating the fuel with water and take cover 
inside the plane. Finally, by 2AM they were finished. With sunrise, and their departure, just four 
hours away, the exhausted crew headed to their bunks to try and grab some sleep. 
As the day dawned, the California Clipper climbed back into the sky once again. 
SURABAYA, DUTCH EAST INDIES (INDONESIA). 15,951 MILES TO GO 

Commandant Colonel Koenrad was in the squadron operations room at the Royal Dutch Naval Air 
Station at Surabaya when an unknown contact was reported by his combat air patrol. He stifled a 
groan. The Japanese had been attacking the island almost daily, their bombers destroying 
irreplaceable planes and supplies on the ground whilst the escorting fighters gradually bled his 
limited air forces dry. Both Koenrad and his men were frayed and frustrated. Maybe this, though, 
was good news - whatever this aircraft was, it was alone. Was it friendly? It seemed unlikely. 
Perhaps, he hoped, the Japanese thought his command was so wounded that their bombers could 
come in unescorted now. If so, they were wrong. Koenrad and his airmen were still determined to 
fight. He scrambled three fighters to intercept. “Uh-oh” muttered Steer, from the left-hand pilot seat 
of the California Clipper. “Eleven O’clock. Closing fast. Looks like a fighter plane!” “Friend or foe?!” 
Asked Johnny Mack from the seat next to him, craning his neck to try and see the incoming fighter. 
“Can’t tell from here, but he’s sure coming on like a bat out of hell. What do we do?!” “Skipper!” 
Johnny Mack shouted. “Better get up here quick!” Bob Ford raced forward, motioning Steer out of 
the pilot seat and taking his place. The Captain had been afraid of this ever since they’d left Darwin. 
If it was the Japanese, they were sitting ducks, so he hoped it was the Dutch. Even if it was though, 
without the relevant radio frequencies they had no way of contacting them and letting them know 
they were friendly. Ford had raised this fear with the harbourmaster at Darwin, who had promised to 
try and get a message ahead to the Dutch at Surabaya, just to warn them that California was coming. 
Unbeknown to Ford, that message had never got through. Down on the ground meanwhile, Koenrad 
was pondering events. He signalled the patrol aircraft which had first made contact. 
DO YOU SEE ANY IDENTIFYING MARKS? 
It was clearly a flying boat, he now knew, but whose? It seemed to be without markings. Surely it 
was the Japanese? The patrolling pilot certainly thought so and was asking, repeatedly, for 
permission to shoot it down. The three interceptors Koenrad had sent racing towards its position 
were also asking the same thing. But something made Koenrad hold back. He reiterated his orders 
to hold fire and told them to take another look. On the California Clipper itself the situation was 
getting tense. “Three more fighters incoming!” warned Johnny Mack. 
“Nothing to do but continue straight and level.” replied Ford with more confidence in his voice than 
he felt. “We sure as hell don’t want to startle them with any sudden change of course.” 
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On the ground Koenrad was getting impatient. The flying boat was getting near the base and he 
needed to make a decision. Suddenly his radio crackled into life. AMERICAN FLAG PAINTED ON 
THE TOP SURFACE OF THE WING. PLEASE ADVISE. 
In bizarre fashion, Ford’s decision to abandon the efforts to disguise the California and save the Pan 
Am staff at New Caledonia had also saved the plane too. Koenrad made his decision. 
MAINTAIN POSITION. LET HIM PROCEED. 
“AND OF COURSE, THAT AREA IS HEAVILY MINED” 
After the scare with the fighters Ford was just happy to have landed outside the harbour without 
incident. Still, he had expected more of a welcome than this. At both Gladstone and Darwin their 
arrival had been greeted by the sight of a boat racing out to meet them from the harbour. As Ford 
looked out of the cockpit window, however, all he could see here was a man standing on a patrol 
boat parked some distance away in the inner harbour waving at them. “Shall we follow him in?” 
asked Johnny Mack. Ford nodded. “Just proceed slowly.” 
Trying to be as unthreatening as possible, Mack taxied the plane towards the inner harbour. Having 
passed the threshold the boat finally approached and signalled that they should moor up to a buoy. 
Having done so, Ford hurried downstairs and opened the door. 
“Ahoy Captain.” The armed Dutch officer in the boat called out in English. “Please come aboard. 
You will have to report to headquarters.” “Okay.” Replied Ford “But I must leave my crew on board 
for now.” “That will be satisfactory.” Ashore, Ford found himself explaining the situation to 
Commandant Colonel Koenrad. “You were very fortunate that the radio was working today, because 
most of the time it is not.” Koenrad commented. “Without direct orders from me it is highly likely that 
our fighters would have shot you down.” “That’s understandable.” Replied Ford with a wry smile. 
“And of course,” Koenrad added, almost as an afterthought, “we were very concerned when you 
landed outside the breakwater. That area is heavily mined.” Ford went white. 
THE FUEL PROBLEM 
“Swede,” Ford said with concern as the patrol boat carried the men ashore for breakfast, “they can 
only give us 90 octane gas.” The Dutch had been more than welcoming to the air crew once they 
had discerned their identity, providing them with food, spare parts and supplies. There was one thing 
Koenrad insisted they couldn’t spare, however, and that was any of his precious 100 octane. Swede 
had been dreading this moment ever since they’d struggled to find supplies at Gladstone. It wasn’t 
just that the Boeing wasn’t designed to fly on regular petrol, it was that no-one had ever even tried. 
There was simply no telling what would happen if they attempted it. If they put 90 into California she 
might fly okay, or all her engines might overheat and blow up. Nobody knew. At the very least, Swede 
was certain that it would cause power problems - probably pre-detonation and backfires. Not only 
could this damage the engines but they might prove fatal during take-off or landing. That was if there 
would be enough power to take off at all. What choice did they have though? 
“The lower sea wing tanks are down to one third and the outboard mains are just about dry.” He 
mused aloud. “I suggest we transfer all the remaining 100 octane to the inboard mains where we 
can reserve it for take-off and landing. Load the 90 octane into the other tanks. We’ll try to use it only 
for en-route cruising.” “My guess is that we’re going to need some of those spare engine parts we’ve 
got onboard,” he added with a sigh, “before we get back to company territory.” The next day, loaded 
with fuel on which no Boeing 314 had flown run before, they departed on the longest leg of the 
journey so far — the 2,500 mile flight to Trincomalee in modern Sri Lanka. 
EN-ROUTE TO TRINCOMALEE. APPROXIMATELY 14018 MILES TO GO 
BANG! 
Every time it happened the California shook, as if in a violent storm. And Swede flinched. 
BANG! 
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“Backfiring on number three!” Johnny Mack shouted. 
“Back off the mixture Swede!” Ford ordered. 
Rothe quickly moved the fuel mixture controls towards the rich end of the range. They’d been trying 
for hours to find a 90 octane fuel balance on which they could run. They simply couldn’t afford to run 
the mixture too rich all the way - not only did it eat hugely into their precious fuel supply but it was 
pushing the engine temperatures dangerously over the red-line. The trouble was that every time he 
tried to lean the mixture out the violent backfiring would start. 
“Okay,” Sighed Ford, “Let’s regroup and try again. We want a setting just under where the backfiring 
starts. Have you got a feel for that yet Swede?” Swede was pretty certain he now had. “Aye Skipper, 
but those head temps aren’t coming down any.” Swede was concerned. His instruments showed 
that the engines were running just below the red line, but they were also having to fly far lower than 
the crew would like. 
“As long as we can control the backfiring and they’re running smoothly, let’s go for it.” Ford sighed. 
“We’ll just have to stay at this altitude.” 
Meanwhile, back from the cockpit Rod Brown had his own problems. Using the rudimentary atlases 
and charts they possessed he had so far managed to plot a decent course, but as night fell they 
passed the north-western end of Sumatra, their last positive landfall between here and Trincomalee. 
From here on out it was all maths, magnetism, stars and dead reckoning. 
By morning they had been airborne for almost 19 hours, flying on Swede’s careful balance of 90 
octane and on Brown’s ‘guesstimated’ route. They knew they should be nearing land, but the layer 
of low-lying cloud beneath them was a problem. “We’d better start heading down,” said Ford. “I don’t 
much relish the idea of missing the island and having to backtrack while our fuel reserve gets used 
up.” Swede eased back on the mixture and they slowly felt their way down. Soon they were flying a 
mere 300 feet above the waves. They began to look for land. 
A little later, as they neared the coast, Johnny Mack yawned. It had been a long flight and he was 
looking forward to both sleep and a breakfast. Ahead, out of the cockpit, the sea was calm and 
unbroken. Unbroken, he noticed, apart from… “Hey Skipper.” He remarked with a frown. “What do 
you suppose that is, there, dead ahead? A whale maybe?” Ford squinted, following his First Officer’s 
gaze to the object on which they were closing fast. Suddenly his eyes flew wide. “Submarine!” He 
shouted. By now the conning tower was visible, a Rising Sun painted on its side, men running 
towards the large gun on its foredeck. “Swede!” Ford bellowed, “Full rich! Full power!” 
“They’re aiming that thing at us!” Mack warned. “Max climb! Let’s get the hell out of here!” Ford cried. 
With the sluggish Boeing 314 resisting the change, Ford and Mack hauled back on the yoke 
desperately seeking the cloud cover above. They blazed directly over the submarine mid-climb, the 
deck gun below swinging round as it began to track them through the sky. After what seemed to the 
crew like an eternity, they finally broke through into the clouds. It was just in time. A bright flash from 
below illuminating the clouds around them. The men braced for impact. Luckily, it never came. 
An hour later the California Clipper was down and secure at Trincomalee, to the relief of everyone 
on board. To a man though, they knew that they were still a very long way from home. 
 
To Be Continued: Part Four: Ford and his crew on the long way home. 
 
 


